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How to Change the Thermostat in a Chevy Silverado. If you notice your Chevy Silverado running
hot or the heater not blowing warm air, you'll likely need to change the thermostat. The
procedure is the same whether you're driving the light duty model, or if you own the heavy duty
or Silverado. Open the draincock at the bottom of the radiator and drain the coolant from your
Silverado. Use a clean container and reuse the coolant if it's relatively new. Follow the upper
radiator hose to the thermostat housing at the top of the intake manifold. Loosen the hose
clamp with a screwdriver and pull off the end of the radiator hose from the thermostat housing.
Remove the two bolts on either end of the thermostat housing cover and pull off the cover. Take
out the old thermostat. Scrape off the old thermostat gasket residue from the inside of the
thermostat housing cover. Stuff an old rag into the thermostat housing to prevent debris from
getting inside the housing. Insert the new thermostat into the thermostat housing with the
spring-side of the thermostat facing into the engine. Install the new thermostat gasket. Replace
the thermostat housing cover and tighten the two bolts. Reattach the upper radiator hose to the
thermostat housing. Refill the radiator with reserve or new coolant. Start your Chevy Silverado
and run with the radiator cap off to allow any air to escape from the radiator. After a few
minutes, install the radiator cap. Allow the engine of your Silverado to warm up. Touch the
upper radiator hose to verify it is getting hot, indicating the thermostat is working. Check for
leaks where the radiator hose attaches to the thermostat housing and tighten the hose clamp to
stop any leaks, if necessary. Note that a Chevy Silverado with a 6. Remove four bolts to take off
the housing cover. Install the rear thermostat with the two vent valves facing the rear of the
engine. Follow the radiator hose to the water pump housing if your Chevy Silverado has a 4.
This article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a
multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information.
To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us page: link below.
Tips Note that a Chevy Silverado with a 6. Warnings Don't drain coolant from your Chevy
Silverado while the engine is hot. Writer Bio This article was written by a professional writer,
copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure our
readers only receive the best information. The Chevrolet Astro is a van that was manufactured
and marketed by the Chevrolet division of American auto manufacturer General Motors from to
Sold alongside the GMC Safari , the Astro was marketed in multiple configurations, including
passenger minivan and cargo van. The Astro and Safari are GM M-body vehicles, using a
rear-wheel drive chassis; all-wheel drive became an option in For its entire production, the
Astro and Safari were produced by Baltimore Assembly in Baltimore, Maryland ; the vans would
be the final model line produced by the facility. In total, approximately 3. The Astro and Safari
were introduced for as the first minivan from General Motors. While marketed as a response to
the first-generation Chrysler minivans , GM adapted a rear-wheel drive layout, sizing the Astro
and Safari closely to the short-wheelbase Chevrolet G10 van. GMC sourced the Safari
nameplate from Pontiac used by the latter to denote station wagons. Initial advertising boasted
that it was a vehicle that will "make you realize that life is too big for a minivan ", referring to the
Chrysler minivans. The van can have a seating configuration between two and eight
passengers. The 4-cylinder engine was only offered in cargo versions of the Astro; it was
dropped after For , the 4. For throttle body fuel injection TBI was used. For and later years,
central port injection was used. The lower ball joints were larger than their B-body counterparts
similar to Cadillac D platform vehicles, e. These ball joints were later used in the final Chevrolet
Caprice 9C1 police package cars manufactured in and Digital dashboards were offered in the
first generation Astro; this option did not continue after In a new all-wheel drive AWD system
the first U. The AWD models had a lower fuel economy: 17 miles per gallon highway versus 20
to 21 miles per gallon for rear-wheel drive vans. The model year also introduced a new analog
dashboard and the hydroboost braking system, a system using the same accessory belt driven
pump to supply the power steering and brakes. In mid an extended body option, sharing its
wheelbase with the shorter version, also became available. In , a new optional door form was
introduced, colloquially known as Dutch doors. This form was two bi-parting doors with a
flip-up window above. Previously, Astro and Safari vans were equipped only with bi-parting
doors. An optional 4. In , the electronically controlled 4L60E 4-speed automatic transmission
with overdrive became standard as the sole transmission offering. As with many other model
year GM vehicles, Scotchgard fabric protection also became a standard feature on Astro vans
equipped with cloth seats. For the model year, GM started manufacturing most of their vehicles,
including the Astro and Safari, with CFC-free air-conditioning systems, which used Ra
refrigerant instead of R refrigerant. In , the model was facelifted with an extended nose that
resembled the then-new full-size Express vans; while the original square sealed beam
headlights were retained for use on the cargo vans, the passenger-carrying variants now used
horizontally-mounted rectangular headlights that had debuted on the full-size trucks in , and

would eventually appear on the smaller trucks in Also for , the shorter length body was
dropped. In , a redesigned dash received a passenger side air-bag. The vans remained mostly
unchanged until the end of production in The Chevrolet Astro and GMC Safari twins were
originally scheduled to be discontinued after , but they soldiered on because of good sales; the
last Astro and Safari rolled off the assembly line on May 13, The underbody of the test van
buckled, pitching both front seats forward and shoving the crash dummy into the dashboard
and steering wheel , and resulting in a broken left leg, leading the institute to comment that
"[t]he collapse of the occupant compartment left little survival space for the driver. In testing
performed by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA , however, the Astro
and Safari fared better, improving from a single-star rating in to a three-star driver and four-star
passenger rating by In side impacts, the Astro and Safari both received the highest, five-star
rating in every year that the test was administered. In , the IIHS reported that the â€” model year
Chevrolet Astro recorded during calendar years â€” the fewest killed drivers of all passenger
vehicles in the United States, as calculated per every million units on the road. Driver's habits
and vehicle usage might have influenced this result. Media related to Chevrolet Astro at
Wikimedia Commons. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. A van that was manufactured and
marketed by the Chevrolet. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Archived from the original on March 3, Retrieved
February 28, Archived from the original on January 5, Standard Catalog of 4x4's Krause
Publications. Ward's Auto World. December Fleet Owner. FM Business Publications. Archived
from the original on June 2, Status Report. Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. April 19,
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General Motors since Express N N Orlando Spin. Category Commons. Categories : Chevrolet
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Baltimore Assembly , Baltimore, Maryland. STD: Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact
crossover SUV. Captiva Sport. Mid-size crossover SUV. Full-size crossover SUV. Mini SUV.
Compact SUV. Grand Vitara. S Blazer. Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Grand Blazer. K5 Blazer.
Coupe utility. Chevy El Camino. Compact pickup. LUV D-Max. Mid-size pickup. Full-size pickup.
Lumina APV. Trans Sport. City Express. Subcompact car. Compact crossover. Mid-size
crossover. Full-size crossover. S Jimmy. K5 Jimmy. Yukon XL. S Sonoma. The Chevrolet Malibu
is a mid-size car manufactured and marketed by Chevrolet from to and since The Malibu began
as a trim-level of the Chevrolet Chevelle , becoming its own model line in Originally a
rear-wheel-drive intermediate, GM revived the Malibu nameplate as a front-wheel-drive car in
February Named after the coastal community of Malibu, California , the Malibu was marketed
primarily in North America, with the eighth generation introduced globally. With the
discontinuation of the Chevrolet Impala in March and the Chevrolet Sonic in October , the
Malibu is currently the only sedan offered by Chevrolet in the U. The first Malibu was a top-line
subseries of the mid-sized Chevrolet Chevelle from to Malibus were generally available in a full
range of bodystyles including a four-door sedan, two-door Sport Coupe hardtop, convertible
and two-seat station wagon. Interiors were more lavish than lesser Chevelle and Deluxe models
thanks to patterned cloth and vinyl upholstery all-vinyl in convertibles and station wagons ,
deep-twist carpeting, deluxe steering wheel and other items. For , Malibus and other Chevelles
received new grilles and revised tail sections and had the exhaust pipes replaced but carried
over the same basic styling and bodystyles from The Malibu and Malibu SS models continued
as before with the SS featuring a blacked-out grille and special wheelcovers. Other SS
equipment was similar to Malibu Sport Coupes and convertibles including an all-vinyl bench
seat. Bucket seats and console with floor shift were now optional on the SS and for with the SS
now denoting a car with a big-block engine, the bucket seats became a new option on the
regular Malibu Sport Coupe and convertible, upon which any six-cylinder or small-block V8
could be ordered. Also new for was the Chevelle Malibu four-door Sport Sedan hardtop. Styling
revisions on all Chevelles including more rounded styling similar to the full-sized Chevrolets
with sail panels and tunneled rear windows featured on two-door hardtop coupes. For , the
same assortment of bodystyles were continued with styling changes similar to all other
Chevelles including a new grille and revised tail section with taillights that wrapped around to

the side. New this year was a Chevelle Malibu Concours station wagon with simulated
woodgrain exterior side panel trim. Front disc brakes were a new option along with a stereo
8-track tape player. Inside was a new instrument panel featuring round gauges in square pods
similar to what would appear in Camaros the following year. New for was the Concours luxury
option for Malibu sedans and coupes that included upgraded cloth or vinyl bench seats,
carpeted lower door panels, woodgrain trim on dash and door panels, a center console and
floor shifter only with the hardtop and convertible, which was shared with the SS and Concours
nameplates. There was again a top-line Concours Estate wagon with simulated woodgrain trim
that had the same interior and exterior appointments as the Malibu sedans. New grilles and rear
decks with revised taillights highlighted the Malibus and other Chevelles. Instrument panels
were revised and front seat headrests were now standard equipment due to federal safety
mandate. The ignition switch moved from the instrument panel to the steering column and also
doubled as a steering wheel lock. A police package Chevelle pillared 4 door sedan was available
for the model year which came with the L35 code - it was built in few numbers when the
Chrysler Corporation held the market for its law enforcement orders. Some and Chevelle s came
with the BO7 police package but was powered with the inline six. For , the Malibu was initially
the only series of Chevelle offered, aside from the SS and new SS, as the low-line and Deluxe
models were discontinued for the American market it continued in Canada until , which also
eliminated the two-door pillared coupes from the Chevelle lineup â€” which were never included
in the Malibu series. New grilles, rear decks with taillights moved into the bumper and revised
Sport Coupe roofline highlighted this year's changes. At mid-year, the Malibu was rejoined by
lower-line Chevelle models that were simply called the base Chevelle in both four-door sedans
and two-door hardtops. In , Malibus and all other Chevelles got a new grille surrounded by
single headlamps replacing the duals of previous years, and four round taillights similar to
Camaros and Corvettes were located in the bumper. All engines were detuned to use
lower-octane unleaded gasoline this year per GM corporate policy as a first step toward the
catalytic converter-equipped cars planned for and later models which would require no-lead
fuel. Only new grilles highlighted the Malibu and other Chevelles. All bodystyles were carried
over from , but would be the final year for hardtops and convertibles as the redesigned
Chevelles originally planned for this year, but delayed until , would feature Colonnade styling
with side pillars and frameless door windows. The Chevelle was redesigned for the model year.
For , the Deluxe was dropped, and the Malibu became the entry-level Chevelle. The Laguna trim
package was replaced with the Malibu Classic which used a stacked arrangement of four
rectangular headlights and made its way to the dealers in the model year, offering the Chevrolet
built inline six CID as the base engine. The Laguna S-3 model was introduced to replace the SS ,
and continued through For the model year, the Malibu name, which had been the bestselling
badge in the lineup, replaced the Chevelle name. This was Chevrolet's second downsized
nameplate, following the lead of the Chevrolet Caprice. The Malibu Classic Landau series had a
two-tone paint job on the upper and lower body sections, and a vinyl top. The and engines were
essentially a small block V-8, with one pair of cylinders lopped off. The front and rear
bellhousing face were the same as the small V8. The engine was a Buick product, and featured a
front distributor. Three bodystyles were produced station wagon , sedan , and coupe , and the
design was also used as the basis for the El Camino pickup truck with its own chassis. The
sedan initially had a conservative six-window notchback roofline. This was in contrast to the
unusual fastback rooflines adopted by Oldsmobile and Buick divisions which would later revert
a more formal pillar style. To increase rear seat hip room and encourage more orders for the
high-profit air conditioner , the windows in the rear doors of four-door sedans were fixed, while
the wagons had small moveable vents. With the rear window regulators no longer required,
Chevrolet was able to recess the door arm rests into the door cavity, resulting in a few extra
inches of rear seat room. Customers complained about the lack of rear seat ventilation. No
doubt this design contributed to the number of factory air conditioning units sold with the cars,
to the benefit of General Motors and Chevrolet dealers. For the model year, sedans adopted a
four-window profile and "formal" pillared upright roofline. The two-door coupe was last
produced in this year, as the Monte Carlo assumed the market position held by the 2-door
coupe. For the Malibu was facelifted with more squared-off front styling marked by quad
headlights with long, thin turn signals beneath them. The look was very reminiscent of the also
recently facelifted Chevrolet Caprice. For , Malibus gained a block-style "Malibu" badge on the
front fenders to replace the cursive-style script located on the rear quarter panels of previous
model years. The four-door Malibu was commonly used in fleet service, especially for law
enforcement. After the Chevrolet Nova ceased production in , the mid-sized 9C1 police version
not to be confused with the full-size Chevrolet Impala 9C1 which was also available was
transferred to the Malibu, filling a void for the mid-sized police patrol cars. There was no factory

Malibu SS option available on this generation. The SS only came in the El Camino. To this day,
the number actually produced is unknown; estimates place this around 1, cars. All M80s had to
be white with dark blue bucket seats and center console interior. The M80 option added two
dark blue skunk stripes on top and a lower door stripe with the M80 identification. The package
also added front and rear spoilers and steel rally wheels sourced from the Monte Carlo. In
Mexico, General Motors produced this generation in the Ramos Arizpe plant , which was sold
during three years to This was possible because the Mexican emissions regulations remained
relatively free at the time. Only 13, of these cars made it to Iraq, with the majority becoming taxis
in Baghdad. The Iraqi government suddenly cancelled the order in Later speculation was that
the Iraqis backed out for financial reasons, due to their escalating hostilities with Iran requiring
the immediate diversion of funds to support the Iraqi war effort. Over the years, they have
acquired a low-key celebrity status, sometimes being colloquially referred to as "Iraqibu". The
Laguna S-3 variant, in particular, was successful during the through racing seasons, with Cale
Yarborough winning 20 races in those years as well as winning the NASCAR championship one
year. Because it was considered a limited edition model, NASCAR declared it ineligible for
competition following the season, even though given NASCARs three-year eligibility rule it
should have been allowed to run through Beginning in , the downsized Malibu body style was
eligible to run, but given its boxy shape, only one driver Dave Marcis ran it in and , with one
victory in a rain-shortened Richmond at Richmond in , the independent driver's last win. The
Malibu Classic was last marketed in ; Malibus were produced as four-door sedans and as
station wagons until , at which time it was fully replaced by the front-wheel-drive Chevrolet
Celebrity. Although the sedan and wagon were phased out, the El Camino utility , which shared
styling with the Malibu, remained in production until A new front-wheel drive Malibu was
introduced in February , midway through the model year on an extended wheelbase version of
the GM N platform shared with the Buick Skylark , Oldsmobile Achieva , Oldsmobile Alero , and
Pontiac Grand Am as a competitor to the perennial stalwarts the Honda Accord and Toyota
Camry which were the best sellers in the midsize market. The Wilmington plant was retooled to
build the Saturn L-Series in The Oldsmobile Cutlass was a rebadged, slightly more upscale
version of the Malibu, produced from October â€” The Malibu itself replaced the compact
Chevrolet Corsica. Power came from a 2. The Malibu was Motor Trend magazine's Car of the
Year for ; this was later criticized by Car and Driver in , citing that the Malibu was insufficiently
distinguishable in terms of performance or interior quality to warrant such praise in hindsight.
The to Malibus had a front grille with the Malibu logo in silver in the center; to models, and the
Classic, had the blue Chevrolet emblem on the front grille. The to LS models were sometimes
equipped with special gold-colored badges the rear Malibu lettering and logo. When a new
Malibu was introduced on the Epsilon platform for , the N-body Malibu was renamed Chevrolet
Classic and remained in production for the and model years, being restricted to rental car
companies and fleet orders with production ending in April The 3. However, a 4-cylinder was
reintroduced in when the 2. Environmental Protection Agency fuel mileage estimates for the 2.
Numerous interior modifications included a full-length custom center console, four black
leather Sparco racing seats, and a Kenwood entertainment center with radio, CD , DVD , TV ,
disc changer and numerous amps and speakers. Exterior modifications included custom HID
headlamps both low and high beams , "Altezza" style taillights, and a custom bodykit. Chevrolet
produced the Cruiser as a concept , and it was therefore never available for purchase. Their
intent was to attract younger buyers to the stock model and demonstrate that aftermarket
modifications could be made. The Epsilon-based Malibu came in two bodystyles, a standard
4-door sedan and a 5-door Malibu Maxx hatchback the first mid-size Chevrolet hatchback since
the Chevrolet Corsica. Base power for the sedan came from a 2. LS and LT trim sedans and
Maxx models originally came with a 3. The SS sedan and Maxx models were powered by the 3.
This was the only engine available to private buyers in the Malibu Classic. The L61 Ecotec was
also updated for the model year with many improvements. A remote starter was also available,
which was introduced on several other GM vehicles for This generation of the Malibu initially
debuted with a front fascia design featuring a wide grille split horizontally by a prominent
chrome bar that ran the entire width of the car, which was intended to make it resemble
Chevrolet's trucks. However, for , the front end was updated with more conventional styling: the
chrome bar was removed, and the grille itself was made smaller, bearing a resemblance to the
grille on the previous Malibu. While the Malibu Maxx was discontinued after the model year, the
Malibu sedan remained in production for the model year , known as the Malibu Classic. The cars
themselves bear Malibu badges, unlike the past generation Classic. Only the V6-engined LT was
available to private buyers, with the LS versions only built for fleet sales. Changes to
differentiate the SS from the lower trims include three-spoke, leather wrapped steering wheel
with SS badge, sport cloth and leather seats, side skirts, chrome tip exhausts, and more

aggressive front and rear clips. The Malibu was extensively redesigned and re-engineered for
model year , [23] with styling by Bryan Nesbitt. The LTZ trim had clear brake light lenses with
red LEDs, the balance of trim packages retaining red lenses with conventional brake lights. It is
assembled in Kansas City, Kansas. Interior room remains mid-size, like the previous Malibus,
and has been decreased from cubic feet 2. The 2. Partway through the model year, the 2. For
models, the six-speed transmission mated to the 2. The LS models were equipped with the
four-speed transmission only. A manual transmission was not offered. Partway through the
model year, the GM badges were removed from the front doors. OnStar was included on all
Malibu models as standard equipment excluding fleet vehicles, where this feature is optional.
Six air bags were also standard on the seventh generation Malibu; two dual-stage front bags,
two side-impact curtain air bags protecting the heads of both front and rear passengers, and
two side-impact thorax bags mounted in the front seats. Traction control , electronic tire
pressure monitoring system , four-wheel disc brakes , antilock brakes , and daytime running
lamps were standard included safety features on all Malibus. GM's StabiliTrak brand electronic
stability control was standard on all models including the very base LS model. The LT 2LT got a
package that included a sunroof, leather power heated seats, and more convenience and
comfort features. For , the four-speed automatic transmission was dropped from the Malibu
powertrain lineup. The Malibu hybrid was dropped for the model year. Kelley Blue Book named
it the " best redesigned vehicle". While Robert Cumberford , design critic at Automobile
magazine noted the interior of the platform-variant, the Saturn Aura featured cheap interior
materials, he noted improved in the Malibu. The short-lived Malibu Hybrid, along with its sister,
the Saturn Aura Green Line, which share the powertrain and other major components, was
particularly criticized due to its lack of fuel savings and cost relative to a standard 4-cylinder
Malibu , plus the Hybrid's worsened driving dynamics. On September 21, General Motors
recalled , vehicles involving the Chevrolet Malibu, Pontiac G6 and Saturn Aura from model years
through equipped with four-speed automatic transmissions. The problem is a condition that
could make cars roll when in park. The recall affected , in the United States, 40, in Canada and 7,
in other markets. Both ECO models officially went on sale in the spring of , with the gas-only
models following in late summer The Turbo models followed in early The eighth generation
Malibu was sold in "nearly countries on six continents". It was positioned between the Holden
Cruze and Holden Commodore. Korea was the first market to get the Malibu, in late , followed by
China later in and North America beginning in early In Europe, the Malibu replaced the
Chevrolet Epica. The facelifted Malibu was never sold in Europe. In the Philippines , the Malibu
was introduced in late for the model year, where it replaced the Chevrolet Lumina. Marking the
Chevrolet's return to the executive sedan segment since the Lumina from the mid 's. The car
was sold there until , and was assembled in South Korea. In North America, the eighth
generation Malibu continued to be sold in as the Malibu Limited as the next generation went on
sale. In China, the eighth generation Malibu continues [ when? It received a facelift in The eighth
generation Malibu was offered with four-cylinder engines and six-speed automatic
transmissions. The North American version was offered in 2. Roof rail airbags with rollover
protection are standard. The Malibu Eco was criticized for its reduced wheelbase, causing a 0.
The interior was also criticized for being disappointing and cramped. The ride, however, was
said to be smooth and quiet, with the only problem being the stiff steering. The Chevrolet
Malibu received the highest score in its class from J. Power's Initial Quality Study. Eighteen
months after the Malibu's debut, it received a mild refresh. The changes included additional
technology, improved fuel economy, and front-end styling that more closely matched the
refreshed Chevrolet Traverse and the newly redesigned Chevrolet Impala. Minor changes were
made to the center console to deliver a longer armrest said to be more comfortable and a pair of
cup holders and mobile-phone bins instead of the previous covered storage area. Among the
technology that Chevrolet debuted on the Malibu was a new six-speed transmission. Because
the transmission was designed to reduce the energy required to pump transmission fluid, it
contributed to fuel savings on the refreshed Malibu. On April 1, , Chevrolet unveiled a
redesigned Malibu at the New York Auto Show , which went on sale in late as a model. The
updated Malibu featured a sleeker, yet larger design similar to its full sized Impala. The
wheelbase was increased almost four inches, creating more interior space; but the fuel
efficiency is improved, as it is nearly pounds lighter than the eighth generation model. No
six-cylinder engine is available. Other new features on the ninth-generation Malibu that were
introduced for the model year include available OnStar 4G LTE in-vehicle connectivity, as well
as available wireless phone charging , preventive safety technologies including ten standard air
bags featuring forward collision avoidance system rear cross traffic alerts, and an optional
automatic parking assist. The Malibu features a first for the automotive industry, a teen driver
feature, which allows parents to view their kids' driving statistics, such as maximum speed,

warning alerts and more. The system's settings are turned on only to registered key fobs.
However, only one of their phone brands at any one time can be used. A few months ahead of
the model arriving in dealerships, Chevrolet announced that the Malibu had hit a milestone, with
more than 10 million sold worldwide since the car was introduced 51 years earlier. And is still
being sold there, although skipping the facelift model entirely. The ninth generation Malibu
offers a full hybrid model for the first time, featuring a 1. An Exhaust Gas Heat Recovery system
allows the engine and cabin to warm up during winter conditions, while an cell, 1. The Malibu
Hybrid uses a transmission "two motor drive unit" in GM terms similar to the second generation
Chevrolet Volt , [77] but a much smaller battery, no plug-in option and a different engine. The
following table compares the fuel economy for all variants of the model year Malibu. The Hybrid
version will be discontinued in due to decreasing sales, leaving Chevrolet without hybrid cars in
their North American lineup, only gasoline versions of it. Their electric offering, the Bolt , is still
on sale. Chevrolet updated the Malibu in for the model year. The standard 1. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Mid-size car manufactured by Chevrolet. Motor vehicle. This section does
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WFR. Zafira TT. Subcompact SUV. Drover QB. Cruze YG. Trax TJ. Compact SUV. Frontera UT.
Frontera UE. Equinox EQ. Mid-size SUV. Acadia AC. Jackaroo UBS Full-size SUV. Suburban K8.
Cars Astra Commodore. Current Chevrolet Cadillac. Customer Login. Call for Seasonal
Discounts and a free estimate. Phone: Email: info goturbo. The only Disclaimer: These cutouts
require avacuum source such as power brakes to operate. If you do not have power brakes,
they will not work. Power Cutouts by Armageddon This is a preorder deposit for our new LSX
Turbo Manifolds which secures you a place in line when released this spring. Adding a Turbo
Kit, or just want a cleaner engine bay? Made from high quality materials this kit will hide your
factory We call them Evolution because they take the stock tank to a whole new level of GM
Performance parts has the equipment for your late model GM ride. TruXport is an attractive
roll-up truck bed cover that includes top quality features and benefits with a price that won't
break the bank. It's easy to install, and operation is simple. The TruXport This lower shell
replaces the lower shell that came with the LSX 92mm intake manifold. Customer Login If you
are already registered, please log in. Email Address:. Forgot your password? Create your
account and enjoy a new shopping experience. Create A New Account. Armageddon Turbo
Systems. Forced Induction HQ. Titan Precious Metals. Follow us on Facebook, Intagram, and
Youtube. Subscribe to our YouTube Channel. Featured Products. You save. Add to Cart.
Pre-Order Now. Titan Precious Metals 12MM x 1. Need help? We're available at or you may use
our Contact Form. Full-sized GM pickup trucks are a staple of American culture. General Motors
has been one of the most popular truck manufacturers in the U. Chevrolet introduced its first
purpose-built truck , the One-Ton, in , the same year the company merged with GM.
Mechanically and, for the most part, stylistically, these trucks are identical, but they sell under
two different brand names. The Silverado is more of the standard model, while the Sierra offers
more high-end interior options and has a boxier trim. Because these two trucks are the same
mechanically, they typically share the same frequent problems. One of the most common GMC
and Chevy truck problems owners experience is excessive oil consumption. This problem led
vehicle buyers to launch a class-action lawsuit against GM , which alleged vehicles with
Generation IV 5. Specifically, the lawsuit claimed the active fuel management AFM system,
piston rings and PVC system in these vehicles were faulty and caused excessive oil
consumption, as well as premature spark plug degradation and engine malfunction. While the
system accomplishes this, it also leads to oil use problems. Some drivers have reported using
as much as a quart of oil every 1, miles. To help avoid problems, change your oil regularly. You
might also consider carrying an extra quart of oil in your truck. Most of the problems involved
the speakers in the door. They typically quit working one at a time over several months , but
occasionally kick back on and then stop working again after a short time. The problem may
result from moisture that gets into the doors. Most of the time, broken speakers mean a lack of
convenient entertainment while driving, but they could potentially cause safety issues, as they
could prevent you from using OnStar if all of them were to go. The way to fix this issue is to
replace the speakers. If you want a quick fix, you can buy a cheap set of speakers. If you go this
route, you may run into the same problem at a later point. Investing in a set of more durable
speakers may keep the problem at bay for longer. The 4WD case encoder motion position
sensor and selector switch on these vehicles have been known to fail, typically at around ,
miles. If this sensor or switch fails, the vehicle will display the service 4WD message. This faulty
4WD issue is among the most common problems with the Chevy Silverado, according to reports
from owners. Over time, dirt, moisture and corrosion can affect the contacts on the bolts used
to attach the wires to the frame. If you have a Chevy Silverado with 4-wheel drive problems, or a
similar GMC or Chevy truck from another model year, replacing the switch will solve the issue.
To install it:. A considerable number of drivers have said the battery on their Silverado or Sierra
dies frequently. This could be caused by problems with the battery or other issues that cause
the vehicle to run the battery down. You might also need to replace the alternator or body
control module. Installing an extra battery in the extra tray in your truck can help you to avoid
dead battery problems. Many drivers have also reported their heat and air conditioning system
is delivering the wrong temperature or amount of air. Often, this takes the form of the heater
turning on unexpectedly or the system blowing hot air when it should be blowing cold. The
cause of this issue is a failure of air delivery or temperature mode door actuators. Fault codes
can help you make sure this is the cause of the problem. This issue usually begins to occur
after around , miles. If your HVAC system starts blowing hot air in the middle of the summer,
restarting your vehicle will often work as a temporary fix. Replacing the actuators offers a
permanent fix to the problem. Another common issue with Silverados and Sierras is that the
fuel level sensor stops working. After approximately , miles , the fuel gauge may start
misreading the fuel level or working inconsistently. You might find it always reads empty even

right after you fill up the gas tank. It might also jump between full and empty. It may stop
working entirely or alternate between working and not. This problem has led some drivers to
start keeping track of their mileage manually to avoid running out of gas. Some drivers have
also reported problems with other instrumental panel gauges, especially the speedometer. The
gauges may intermittently show the wrong reading or not work at all. The issue most often
occurs after around , miles. To fix this problem, you may need to have the instrument panel
replaced. Another issue with the entertainment system in modern Silverados and Sierras is that
the CD player is susceptible to failure because of a problem with the radio unit. Drivers have
reported that their CD players have started making a whirring sound and then ejecting the disc
whenever they try to put in a CD and eventually not accepting CDs at all. This may happen even
after turning off the ignition, which could contribute to running the battery down. This tends to
happen after around , miles and usually requires you to send the radio unit in to a specialty
repair shop. If your check engine light comes on and you get a reduced power message, there
may be a problem with your throttle position sensor. Drivers have also reported that the
anti-lock brake system pump may continue running after turning off the ignition, causing the
battery to die. This typically occurs at around , miles on average and may be caused by the
transistor in the ABS unit burning out. The most common Chevy truck problems include brake
issues and a knock in the steering column. According to the recall, the friction linings on the
parking brake may wear so severely that the parking brake cannot keep a parked vehicle
immobile, which could result in a crash. To fix this flaw, Chevy and GMC dealers will install a
low-force spring clip retainer for vehicles that have a PBR parking brake system. For those with
a TRW parking brake system, dealers will put in a redesigned parking brake cable assembly.
The recall number is 05V There are currently 15 active Chevrolet Silverado recalls, including this
parking brake issue. Another common issue with Silverados and Sierras is rusted-out brake
lines, causing the brakes to fail. This problem typically starts to occur after , miles. To fix this
problem, you need to replace the rusted brake lines. If one rusted out, the others may have as
well. Some drivers have also reported other corrosion-related problems on fluid lines, additional
brake components, driveshafts, underbodies and other areas. Rusted-out brake lines and other
brake issues are also common early Chevy Silverado problems. Many Chevy Silverado and
GMC Sierra drivers have reported hearing a knock or a clunking noise coming from the steering
shaft. According to owners, this noise is one of the most commonly reported Chevrolet
Silverado problems. On these vehicles, the steering shaft gets mounted to the truck body and
the steering box attaches to the frame. When the truck body flexes on the frame, the shaft
moves slightly. The steering shaft has a splined slip joint that has grease in the slip portion.
Over time, the grease slowly moves to one end of the joint. The slight movement of the shaft
then causes the noise. This problem typically starts to occur at around 60, miles , but could
begin as early as 10, miles. There are two main ways to fix the Sierra and Silverado steering
shaft clunk. If you go this route, try re-greasing it every time you change the oil. Fuel pump
failure is one of the more frequently reported 5. You may also find this issue on other Silverado
and Sierra models from and Some drivers have reported their fuel pumps have failed, causing
the engine to stall and not restart. At first, you may temporarily lose power and then get it back.
If the problem goes untreated, the vehicle will eventually stall out completely. Watch out for this
problem after , miles. Replacing the fuel filter every 30, miles can help prevent it by reducing the
amount of strain put on the pump. Another less common issue is transmission failure. After
around 70, miles , you may find the transmission feels jerky. You may also hear loud noises
coming from the transmission. It may eventually die completely. There have also been reports
of the transmission going out suddenly. The paint of Silverados and Sierras from this era may
be more prone to flaking, peeling and chipping than the paint on many other vehicles. These
issues can start to become relatively severe at around 90, miles. Drivers of Sierras and
Silverados have reported problems with their electric windows. The windows in these vehicles
may stop working due to faulty lifting mechanisms. At around 66, miles , you may find that your
windows start to go out one by one. Silverados and Sierras made between and are prone to a
problem in which the secondary air injection check valves become restricted, leading to
reduced airflow and causing the check engine light to come on. Fixing this problem requires
you to replace the check valves. Even if the fault code shows that the problem is only occurring
with one bank of cylinders, you may want to replace both to avoid having the other one go out
on you as well. If you get a service stability message in your Silverado or Sierra, it may be
because of a failed steering wheel position sensor. These errors may occur intermittently or
more regularly, such as every time you start your truck or turn the wheel. This issue could
occur at any time, but the average mileage at which it occurs is around 90, These include failed
4WD transfer case encoder motor position sensors or selector switches, failed HVAC
temperature or delivery mode door actuators and failed fuel level sensors. C meant two-wheel

drive, while K indicated four-wheel drive. The windshield wipers on models made between and
may stop working intermittently due to a defective wiper motor control board. Auto
manufacturers issued recalls for this problem on some models. If you experience trouble with
your windshield wipers, check with a dealer to see if there is a recall on your vehicle. If you have
a faulty wiper motor control board, your wipers may, at times, stop working, fail to turn on or
keep running after you turn them off. You might also find your wipers only work on one speed
setting. When the wipers are not working, you should hear the motor control box buzzing. As a
temporary fix to the problem, lightly tap on the control box , and the blades should start working
again. For a more permanent fix, replace the wiper motor control board. The intake manifold
gaskets in GM pickup trucks also often develop external engine oil or coolant leaks. These
vehicles may also develop internal coolant leaks that cause coolant to mix with the engine oil,
which can damage the engine. This problem most often occurs at around , miles. Another
common problem with these vehicles is that the front wheel speed sensors, or anti-lock brake
system ABS sensors, may fail. Many users report the ABS activates on dry roads at slow
speeds. Many drivers of Chevy and GMC pickups made after have reported their truck will
suddenly lurch to the side, especially while making long, sweeping turns. If you feel the steering
jerking while turning, the cause is most likely a bad steering assist sensor. Specifically, the
culprit is the electronic variable orifice EVO sensor, which is on the steering shaft and
determines how much power steering assist to provide. When this sensor goes bad, it may
change the amount of power steering assist unevenly, causing the truck to veer to the side.
Replacing the sensor should fix this problem. The sensor is a skinny black doughnut shape and
about three inches in diameter. To remove the old sensor, remove the nut and bolt at the bottom
of the steering shaft in the truck. The EVO is on the steering column, attached with three clips.
Unplug the sensor and carefully lift the clips to remove it. Then slide the EVO off and install the
new one. This issue is less common than some of the others on this list, but numerous drivers
of GM trucks made from to have reported their door locks stop working after around , miles.
This issue may affect the door locking, unlocking or both. A failed door actuator is the usual
culprit. Another common problem is that the door handles on these older pickups often break.
This issue affects both the indoor and outdoor door handles and most often happens after
around , miles. The door may not open or unlock, or the handle itself may physically break. This
causes the truck to waste fuel, and some drivers have also said that their engine shuts off when
their vehicle is idling. The cause of this issue is most likely that the throttle body gasket has
developed a vacuum leak. On average, this problem occurs at about , miles. The problem is
often caused by worn bearings but could also be the result of another fault. You may be able to
fix this problem by replacing the axle bearings if you catch it early, but you often have to do a
full rebuild of the affected differential. In older Sierras and Silverados, the alternator may
eventually fail, causing the battery to die and, possibly, an abnormal noise to occur. This may or
may not cause a dash warning light to come on. This problem occurs on average at around ,
miles. You may hear a squealing noise coming from the distributor, and the issue may cause
the engine to run roughly or stall. The check engine light may or may not come on. Start
watching out for internal distributor fault issues at around , miles. Throughout their history,
full-sized pickups from Chevrolet and GMC shared many characteristics. Most Chevrolet models
had a nearly identical model that sold under a different name from the GMC brand. Chevrolet
typically marketed toward individuals, while GMC marketed toward companies that managed
fleets. These trucks were the first to feature the square body design with its rounded exterior,
which improved its aerodynamic performance. They were also the first dual rear-wheel truck to
have a crew cab option with seating for up to six people. These trucks also offered improved
padded interiors and were the first to feature curved glass. Chevy introduced the Silverado
luxury trim package in Many consider the C30 One-Ton Dually to be the first modern pickup.
These trucks, also called the Glamour Pickups, started to focus more on comfort and
convenience, rather than just utility. They were still practical, powerful trucks, however, and
offered a wide range of engine options. These trucks had the first wraparound windshields, an
egg-crate grille, hidden running boards and updated headlights. The interior also got some
updates, making the trucks more comfortable. Chevy also introduced its overhead valve V8
engine in , a cubic inch engine with lb. In , Chevrolet introduced its Advance Design pickups,
which featured a striking new look as compared to older models. These trucks featured a
five-bar horizontal grille and a rounded profile, as well as a longer and wider cab that could
comfortably fit three people. It also had some new interior features, including an in-dash radio
and a fresh-air heater and defroster system. The Advance Design series included three different
truck sizes â€” a half-ton, three-quarter ton and one-ton models. The Series, the half-ton model,
had a 3. The three-quarter ton model was the , and the one-ton model was the In , Chevy
released updated Advanced Design trucks, which had a new grille, windshield, steering wheel,

instrument panel and parking lights, as well as a more powerful engine. As the United States
began recovering from the Great Depression, GM started to focus more on the design of their
trucks. Toward the end of the s, the company introduced newly designed trucks with more
powerful engines. Armed Forces. In , Chevrolet introduced the AK Series , which featured
tougher, more versatile models. It included nine wheelbases, five axle ratios, three
transmissions and two engines. Raybuck Auto Body Parts is your trusted source for Chevy and
GMC truck body panels and other parts, including fuel tanks , interior parts and more. Choosing
automotive aftermarket parts over original equipment manufacturer parts can save you a lot of
money without a sacrifice in quality. Our rust repair panels feature high-gauge steel, and we
offer parts for models as far back as They also have overlapping metal to connect to the
existing structure to prevent rust from spreading to the repaired area. Want more information?
Contact us today with any questions you may have. If i am at a ide ut seems like ut loads up if i
go to take off ifeels like uts out of gas if i pump it i get it to start moving i can not step on it or it
ferls like it boggs out please some one help it pulls evap codes. I have a gmc sierra 4wd ext cab
5. I hVe jumped the fuel pump relay and had the pump running while I cranked motor and it
started as usual but died instantly again. Any ideas. And how can I fix. At , miles the hydroboost
went out and I lost brakes and steering, then the Turbo charger died. I have a chevy silverado 5.
Anyway all 4 cylinders are not working on the left side but the truck runs and i can get it up to
rpms what could be causing this please help. I have a 94 C extended cab with K miles. I have an
unusual clanging sound from both front wheel but the left seems to be worse that the right. Has
anyone experienced similar problems? I have a GMC Sierra sle ,with , miles. Ihave a late 06 z71
that i have teplaced the pedal and the throttle body and im stiil gettig a reduced piwer light and
loss of pedal any onput would be greatly appreciated. I have a 95 k ext cab z My truck has k
miles on the original motor. The only problem is had with it is the trans cooling system. Which
in tern has made me replace the tyranny 2 times in the 9 years iv owned it. Other than that they
are great trucks. Your email address will not be published. Due to shipper and supplier delays,
your order may take longer to arrive. Thanks for your patience. Search Articles:. Excessive Oil
Consumption One of the most common GMC and Chevy truck problems owners experience is
excessive oil consumption. To install it: Remove the bolts and clean the bolt threads and the
ends of the wire attachments and clean down to the frame using a wire brush. Reattach the
wires to the frame. Unplug the two plugins from the switch and plug in the new ones Push the
switch into the slot Push the trim back into place. Frequent Battery Rundown A considerable
number of drivers have said the battery on their Silverado or Sierra dies frequently. Failure of
Heating and Air Conditioning Temperature or Delivery Mode Door Actuators Many drivers have
also reported their heat and air conditioning system is delivering the wrong temperature or
amount of air. Erratic Speedometer and Other Instrument Panel Gauges Some drivers have also
reported problems with other instrumental panel gauges, especially the speedometer. CD Player
Failure Another issue with the entertainment system in modern Silverados and Sierras is that
the CD player is susceptible to failure because of a problem with the radio unit. Throttle Position
Sensor Problems If your check engine light comes on and you get a reduced power message,
there may be a problem with your throttle position sensor. Continuous Running of Anti-Lock
Brake System Pump Drivers have also reported that the anti-lock brake system pump may
continue running after turning off the ignition, causing the battery to die. Rusted-Out Brake
Lines Another common issue with Silverados and Sierras is rusted-out brake lines, causing the
brakes to fail. Fuel Pump Failure Fuel pump failure is one of the more frequently reported 5.
Transmission Failure Another less common issue is transmission failure. Flaking and Peeling
Paint The paint of Silverados and Sierras from this era may be more prone to flaking, peeling
and chipping than the paint on many other vehicles. Electric Window Failure Drivers of Sierras
and Silverados have reported problems with their electric windows. Some drivers have said that
they have had to replace motors multiple times. Restricted Secondary Air Injection Valves
Silverados and Sierras made between and are prone to a problem in which the secondary air
injection check valves become restricted, leading to reduced airflow and causing the check
engine light to come on. Failed Steering Wheel Position Sensor If you get a service stability
message in your Silverado or Sierra, it may be because of a failed steering wheel position
sensor. Windshield Wiper Motor Component Failure The windshield wipers on models made
between and may stop working intermittently due to a defective wiper motor control board.
Front Wheel Speed Sensor Failure Another common problem with these vehicles is that the
front wheel speed sensors, or anti-lock brake system ABS sensors, may fail. Steerin
dusk to dawn sensor wiring diagram
wiring diagram for trailer lights
miata tail light

g Assist Sensor Failure Many drivers of Chevy and GMC pickups made after have reported their
truck will suddenly lurch to the side, especially while making long, sweeping turns. Power Door
Lock Actuators Failure This issue is less common than some of the others on this list, but
numerous drivers of GM trucks made from to have reported their door locks stop working after
around , miles. Broken Door Handles Another common problem is that the door handles on
these older pickups often break. Idling Problems 90s Silverados and Sierras may suffer from
idling problems including a higher-than-normal engine idle. Alternator Failure In older Sierras
and Silverados, the alternator may eventually fail, causing the battery to die and, possibly, an
abnormal noise to occur. Will a 98 Silverado Extended cab bed fit on a 06 Silverado extended
cab frame? I have a chevy truck when I put in gear it ,s like all the wheels are not turning. Leave
a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

